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but of the beauty and delicacy of the Sieben Legenden
there can be no question. That genial harmony,
which is the most precious quality of Keller's mind
in its maturity,, lies over them; his rich imagination
touches no false notes; he blends a naive and primi-
tive religious romanticism with a kindly, healthy,
commonsense outlook, which expresses itself neither
in crude scepticism, nor ridicule: but adds rather a
richer, deeper gold to the aureole round the heads of
the sanctified. In these legends—and it is surely
a pity that Keller was induced to discard his original
title, Auf Goldgmnd, for the colourless one they now
bear—Keller has broken, more definitely than in the
Zuricher Novellen, with the realism of his Village Borneo
nnd Juliet, and has gone back to the old Romantic
wonderland that knows neither time nor place.
Might we not say that they, too, belong to the litera-
ture of mid-century transition, that in them Keller
has, by virtue of his harmony-loving art, found a
basis for reconciling the spiritualism of Romanticism
with the scepticism that had been instilled into him
by Feuerbach ?
Less important is the cycle of " Novellen " which
bears the title Das Sinngedicht. Although not pub-
lished until 1881-1882, the plan of the collection
and many of its stories date back to Keller's Berlin
period. The book bears the stamp of that artificiality
and estrangement from life's realities which were in
favour in Germany in the middle of the nineteenth
century, as an antidote to the prosaic literature of
commonplace experience, and of political and social
reform, for which " Young Germany" and its
successors were responsible. Reinhart, a young
student of natural science, whose eyes, owing to
overwork, have begun to trouble him, sets out one
summer morning on a holiday, with an epigram of
Logau's running in his head :
Wie willst du weisse Lilien 2u roten Rosen machen ?
Kiiss' eine weisse Galatee :  sie wird errotend lachen,

